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Abstract 

This paper proposes per unit coding for combined economic emission load dispatch problem. In the proposed coding, it is 

possible to apply the percent effects of elements in any number and with high accuracy in objective function. In the proposed 

per unit coding, each function is transformed into per unit form based on its own maximum value and has a value from 0 to 1. 

In this paper, particle swarm optimization is used for solving economic emission load dispatch problem. In order to show the 

advantages of the proposed method, 25 independent case studies are conducted on systems holding three and six power units 

with different influence percentages of each function are investigated. The obtained results are compared with those of other 

methods such as Biogeography Based Optimization, Tabu Search, NSGA-II and etc. The obtained results properly show the 

superiority of the proposed method to combine economic emission dispatch problem over the penalty factor technique and 

other conventional combined approaches. 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of economic load dispatch (ELD) in 

thermal power plants is to minimize the operating 

costs, major of which is the plants’ fuel cost [1]. 

Thermal power plants operation is accompanied by 

the considerable amounts of emissions such as 

sulfur oxide ( XSO ), nitrogen oxide ( XNO ), and 

carbon oxide ( XCO ). Extensive investigations have 

been reported to decrease the influences of 

emissions on the economic dispatch problems. The 

investigations involve the use of linear 

programming techniques [2], fuzzy methods [3-4], 

and heuristic algorithms [5-9]. The problem of 

economic load dispatch along with the emission 

problem is solved separately in [10-11]. The 

optimization based on the linear programming 

considering one objective in each instance is 

presented in [12]. 

The multi-objective emission and ELD 

function converted to a single-object problem by 

linear function is presented in [13-14]. In this 

conversion, since the ELD is in $/hr and emission 

amount is kg/hr and because the cost of each 

function might separately be some times greater 

than the other ones, a penalty factor or a balance 

factor is applied on the objective function [15]. The 

conducted investigations show that this penalty 

factor leads to equalization in both functions 

allowing the algorithm to consider the influence of 

both elements with a similar weighting factor. In 

addition, the objective function will then be in $/hr 

applying such penalty factor. Selecting the penalty 

factor of emission based on maximum generators 

fuel cost results in manifold value increase of a 

separately function during the algorithm run 

process and the search process fails to operate 

properly. Consequently, the algorithm ends in non-

similar solutions in each program run and faces 

with errors and difficulties in optimum solutions 

selection. Another problem of applying such 

methods falls in the fact that the emission influence 

rate in objective function should be considered in 

economic dispatching process. These methods are 

not able to respond to this circumstance and just 

find out the mediocrity of the functions, which is 

pp.11:21 
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linearly converted to one function. In order to 

overcome such problem, a method, is proposed 

through which several functions – in any number- 

are changed to per unit regarding their own base 

values and consequently each function has a similar 

value in [0-1] during algorithm implementation. In 

this case, it can determine that the optimization 

should be accomplished based on percentage of 

each single-object function. The power plants fuel 

cost optimization along with the emission 

influences reduction based on the desired 

percentages are considered in applying the 

proposed coding in the economic emission load 

dispatch. 

PSO is a modern heuristic algorithm proper 

for solving non-convex optimization problems. The 

search approach of this algorithm depends on the 

population and particle swarm. J. Kennedy and R. 

C. Eberhart initially presented PSO in 1995 based 

on the analysis of group behavior of birds and fish 

categories [16]. In PSO, each particle’s decision is 

adopted according to its own previous experiments 

and the experiences of its neighbors. The simple 

concept, easy implementation, relative ability in 

continuing program implementation and parameters 

control even under error existence, and the 

calculative efficiency are some of the distinctive 

advantageous of this technique [17].  

In order to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed per unit coding (PUC) applied to combine 

the economic emission load dispatch (EELD) 

problem’s objective function, and to observe 

advantageous of the proposed coding, 25 

independent case studies are conducted on systems 

holding three and six power units. In these cases, 

the emission level of XNO , XCO  and  have 

been decreased in desired percents in addition to 

simultaneously reduction of plants fuel cost. In this 

paper, all cases are executed for 30 times making it 

possible to evaluate the convergence pattern of the 

algorithm to similar solutions. Since the objective 

function in the proposed technique, unlike other 

methods, is expressed in per unit form, the results 

are compared with those of other methods such as 

Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) [20], 

Oppositional BBO (OBBO) [20], Tabu Search [21], 

and NSGA-II [19], for which the objective 

functions are in $/hr. The results show the 

superiority of the proposed per unit coding 

approach over other mentioned methods. 

2. Economic Emission Dispatch Formulation 

Total system fuel costs reduction along with 

the emission decrease of each pollutant is aimed in 

solving EELD problem. Authors of [18-21] have 

mentioned the formulation and EELD problem 

constraints in details. The problem variables are the 

generated powers of the generators defined as 

follows: 

1 2
[ ] [ , , , ]T

G G G GNg
P P P P  

by minimizing: [ , , , ]FC NX CX SXF F F F F        (1) 

Subjected to: ( ) 0 ( ) 0
Gi Gi

h P and g P   

where Ng  is the number of the last generator 

and GiP  is the generated real power of thi  

generator. ( )Gih P  is the equality constraint and 

( )Gig P  is the inequality constraint of the problem. 

F  is the multi-objective function minimizing of 

which is aimed. The objective functions of this 

problem are separately as follows:  

A) Minimizing Fuel Cost 

It is aimed to minimize the thermal power 

plants’ fuel costs, the objective function of which is 

a 2
nd

 order function defined as follows: 

2

1

$min ( )
Ng

FC i i Gi i Gi
i

F a b P C P
hr



                 

(2) 

where ia , ib  and ic  are the constants related 

to the thermal power plants’ fuel costs. 

B) Minimizing XNO
 Emission 

Here, it is aimed to minimize the XNO  

emission of plants, the objective function of which 

is a 2
nd

 order function defined as follows: 

2

1

min ( )
Ng

NX Ni Ni Gi Ni Gi
i

tonF a b P c P
hr



       (3) 

where Nia , Nib  and Nic  are the constants 

related to the XNO  emission amount of power 

plants. 

C) Minimizing XCO
 Emission 

Here, it is aimed to minimize the XCO  

emission of plants. 

2

1

min ( )
Ng

CX Ci Ci Gi Ci Gi
i

tonF a b P C P
hr



        (4) 

where Cia , Cib  and Cic  are the constants 

related to the XCO  emission amount of power 

plants. 

D) Minimizing XSO
 Emission 

It is aimed here to minimize the XSO  

emission of plants, the objective function of which 

is a 2
nd

 order function defined as follows: 

2

1

min ( )
Ng

SX Si Si Gi Si Gi
i

tonF a b P C P
hr



         (5) 

XSO
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where Sia , Sib  and Sic  are the constants 

related to the XSO  emission amount of power 

plants. 

The generated power of plants is the sum of 

load and the power losses of transmission system. 

In other words, the equality constraint is as follows: 

1

( ) 0
Ng

Gi load loss
i

P P P


                                       (6) 

where loadP  is the load demand power and 

lossP  is the power loss in the transmission system 

and is obtained as follows: 

1 1

Ng Ng

loss Gi ij Gj
i j

P P B P
 

                                            (7) 

The inequality constraint is the generated 

power of the power plants, which falls between a 

maximum and a minimum values as follows: 

min maxGi Gi GiP P P                                            (8) 

3. Economic Emission Dispatch Combination 

A) A Review on Major Methods of Economic 

Emission Dispatch Combination 

Several methods are presented for EELD 

problem combination. However, it seems that these 

methods do not satisfy some of the expectations 

and do not accurately combine the emission and 

economic load dispatch functions. Using the 

penalty factor in emission section is one of the most 

commonly used methods in EELD problem 

combination [22] and is applied on majority of the 

investigations such as [23-26]. The objective 

function of this method is as follows: 

$min ( ) ( )FC ECTC F h F
hr

                      (9) 

where h  is the price penalty factor and is as 

follows: 
2

,max ,max ,max

2
,max ,max ,max

$( )
FC i i Gi i Gi

i
EC i i Gi i Gi

F a b P C P
h

tonF P P  

 
 

 
  (10) 

where TC  is the total cost, FCF  is the plant’s 

fuel cost, FEC is the emission amount, ,maxFCF  and 

,maxECF  is the maximum plant’s fuel cost and 

maximum emission and i , i  and i  are the 

emission constants. 

Steps used to find the price penalty factor for 

a particular load demand: 

(1) Find the ratio between maximum fuel cost 

and maximum emission of each generator. 

(2) Arrange the values of price penalty factor 

in ascending order. 

(3) Add the maximum capacity of each unit 

one at a time, starting from the smallest unit until

,maxGi dP P . 

(4) At this stage, ih
 associated with the last 

unit in the process is the price penalty factor for 

given load. 

(5) The above procedure gives the 

approximate value of penalty factor; so exact value 

is computed using interpolation method 

The main reason of applying the penalty 

factor, h , is to harmonize TC  measuring unit 

($/hr as it is obvious) and to equalize the weights of 

FCF  and ECF  functions in the fitness function 

allowing the algorithm to consider the influences of 

both functions similarly in the objective function. 

Several techniques focusing on correction of this 

method to be applied on specific problems are 

presented in different papers. However, the 

performance basis of the majority of presented 

methods stands on utilizing the penalty factor and 

this structure. 

The investigations conducted in this paper 

imply that the fuel cost of plants in objective 

function sometimes 100 times more than the 

emission amount. Therefore, applying penalty 

factor can just to some extent equalize the weight of 

several functions in objective function and just to 

some extent consider the similar influence 

algorithm of two functions in optimization process. 

Despite, convergence to non-similar solutions in 

runs depicts the non-accuracy of applying penalty 

factor. For example, in Table 4 of [24], the 

optimum solution of fuel cost problem is 

$8364.3019( )
hr

, the XSO  emission amount is 

8.97419( )ton
hr

, and the penalty factor applied on 

XSO  is $970.03157( )
ton

. In order to 

simultaneously optimize the functions with similar 

weight, it is necessary to have FC ECF h F  , while 

even under the optimized condition 

( )FC ECF h F   is valid. This is a limitation of the 

above method and the algorithm cannot consider 

the influences of fuel cost and emission functions 

with similar weight. Investigations are conducted 

on simultaneously applying this penalty factor on 

objective function possessing more than three 

functions show no appropriate performances 

because the penalty factor value automatically 

varies as the nature of the functions varies. For 

example, if it is aimed to decrease the XSO  and 

XNO  emission simultaneously with fuel cost 

reduction, two penalty factors are required 

according to the mentioned method, which are 

obtained based on the maximum fuel cost. Here, the 

simultaneous reduction with similar fuel and 

emission functions weight is under consideration. 

Therefore, the method is reliable when 
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1 2FC NX SXF h F h F    is valid in objective 

function. The investigations show that the 

optimization of several functions with similar 

weight in objective function is not possible.  

As it is obvious, this technique is not able to 

optimize more than two separate functions 

simultaneously applying similar percentage. In this 

paper, in order to overcome the mentioned 

problems, a new per unit coding is proposed to 

convert multi-objective functions to a single-

objective model in which each function with any 

number is considered in per unit form and 

consequently, each function has a similar weight in 

the objective function. Therefore, the ability of 

controlling the influence percent of each 

independent function on objective function is 

provided. 

B) Proposed Per Unit Coding for Combined Multi-

objective Function to a Single-objective Model 

This paper proposes per unit coding for 

combined multi-objective functions to a single-

objective model in solving multi-objective 

optimization problems. Here, each function based 

on the own maximum amount are expressed in per 

unit form separately. In this state, each function’s 

weight falls similarly in [0 1] and the algorithm 

would be able to consider the influence of each 

function similarly. Therefore, there would be no 

need to apply the penalty factor. The final 

combined objective function investigated by the 

proposed technique is as follows: 

1

( )
t

pu

a

a

F f pu


                                               (11) 

,

1

max

,

1

( )

( )

( )

h

a a y

ypu

a h

a a y

y

f kx

f pu

f kx










                               (12) 

where, F  was the linearized single-objective 

function, and 
pu

af  is function a  in p.u form. in Eq. 

(12), ,a yx  represents the 
thy  variable of function 

a, and 
max

,a yx  represents the maximum value of x , 

and k  is the constant coefficient of each function. 

In Eq. (11), the multi-objective function is 

transformed linearly into a normalized single-

objective function in which each of the independent 

functions have a same weight between 0 and 1. 

If one wants, during linearizing process, to 

increase or decrease the impact of some of the 

functions in the objective function, weighting 

coefficients can be used for each function. A 

necessary and sufficient condition for the use of 

weighting coefficients is that the sum of the 

coefficients should be equal 1. That is, 

1

t
pu

a a

a

F f 


                                                    (13) 

1

1
t

a

a




                                                              (14) 

    where, 
a  is weighting factor for the function a . 

C) The Proposed Technique for Economic Emission 

Dispatch Combination 

In order to assess the capabilities of the 

proposed technique, it is aimed to transform four 

independent
FC

F ,
NX

F ,
CX

F , and 
SX

F  functions 

linearly into a single-objective function and 

separately specify the influence of each function on 

the objective function. The final combined 

objective function investigated by the proposed 

technique for EELD problem is the following: 

minimize (

) ( )

pu pu
f n NXFC

pu pu
c sCX SX

F n F n F

n F n F pu

  



        (15) 

where 
pu

FCF  is the plants fuel cost, which is the 

per unit form of FCF  in its own maximum amount 

base and equals to the following: 

,max

( )
pu FC

FC
FC

F
F pu

F
                                       (16) 

,max ,max
1

2
,max

(

$) ( )

Ng

FC i i Gi
i

i Gi

F a b P

C P
hr



  
              (17) 

In (15), 
pu

NXF  is the XNO  emission amount 

and is the per unit form of NXF  in its own 

maximum amount and equals to the following: 

,max

( )
pu NX

NX
NX

F
F pu

F
                                     (18) 

,max ,max
1

2
,max

(

) ( )

Ng

NX Ni Ni Gi
i

Ni Gi

F a b P

tonC P
hr



  
            (19) 

In (15), 
pu

CXF  is the XCO  emission amount 

and is the per unit form of 
CX

F  in its own 

maximum amount and equals to the following: 

,max

( )
pu CX

CX
CX

F
F pu

F
                                        (20) 

,max ,max
1

2
,max

(

) ( )

Ng

CX Ci Ci Gi
i

Ci Gi

F a b P

tonC P
hr



  
          (21) 

In (15), 
pu

SXF is the XSO  emission amount 

and equals to the following: 
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,max

( )
pu SX

SX
SX

F
F pu

F
                                       (22) 

,max ,max
1

2
,max

(

) ( )

Ng

SX Si Si Gi
i

Si Gi

F a b P

tonC P
hr



  
                 (23) 

In (15), fn , nn , cn , and sn  are the 

influence constants of each function in the objective 

function and are related to plants fuel cost, XNO , 

XCO , and XSO  emission amounts, respectively. 

These constants should be selected in a way that the 

sum of them equals to unit (1). In other words, the 

following should be valid: 

1f n c sn n n n                                              (24) 

These constants, which are positive and less 

than 1, are the determining factor of the influence 

of each independent function in the objective 

function.  

The proposed weighting coefficients in (14) 

and (24) equations are used in literature to create 

the same weight in the objective function.  

In [26-29], the weighting coefficients along 

with penalty factors are proposed for better 

equalizing of various functions' weights in the 

objective function. In this case, the objective 

function is expressed in $/h.  

In [30], the varying weighting coefficients are 

used without penalty coefficients to equalize the 

weights of functions in objective function. For this 

case, weighting coefficient takes various values in 

each iteration and functions, starting from zero and 

increasing to 1. in this state, any of the functions in 

$/hr, ton/hr constitutes an objective function. In this 

state, a function that have maximum value and 

weighting coefficient near zero is selected as the 

optimum solution for the problem, thus, optimal 

solution has error. 

In the proposed method, unlike other methods, 

each function in the objective function has a value 

between 0 and 1 and all of the functions do not 

need penalty factor. In the proposed coding, the use 

of weighting coefficients in the objective function 

is only used to increase or decrease the effect of 

each function, and not to equalize the weights of 

the functions.  

Therefore, if the weighting coefficients are not 

used in Eq. (13), any function in the objective 

functions and in turn optimization will has the same 

influence. The reason for not using a mean or 

minimum value of any function in Eq. (12) is to 

limit the amount of each function in per unit 

between 0 and 1. 

 

4. Particle Swarm Optimization 

A) An Overview on PSO 

J. Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart founded the 

PSO algorithm based on the behavior of individuals 

(particles or ingredients) of a group. This technique 

refers to the zoology and the moving model of 

subjects within a group. It seems that the group 

members share data and this leads to the group’s 

performance increase. The PSO algorithm’s search 

rely on the parallel utilization of a group of 

particles. Each particle represents a solution. In this 

algorithm, a particle moves towards the optimum 

value according to three factors of present velocity, 

previous experience, and neighbors’ experience 

[27]. 

In n-dimensional search space, the position 

and the velocity of thi  particle is illustrated by 

1 2( , , )i i i inX X X X  and 

1 2( , , , )i i i inV V V V  vectors, respectively; 

dimensions of which show the number of the 

particles. Vectors 1 2( , , , )
p p p

best i i inP X X X  and 

1 2( , , , )G G G
best i i inG X X X  define the best 

position of the thi  particle and the best hitherto 

position of 
thi  particle’s neighbors, respectively. 

The corrected velocity and position of each particle 

after iteration can be depicted as follows: 
1

1 1

2 2

( )

( )

k k k k
i i best i

k k
best i

V V c r P X

c r G X

      

   
              (25) 

1 1k k k
i i iX X V                                               (26) 

where k
iV  is the velocity of the thi  particle 

in the 
thk  iteration,   is the weight inertia factor, 

1c  and 2c  are the acceleration factors, 1r  and 2r  

are random numbers within [0…1], and k
iX  is the 

position of the 
thi  particle in the 

thk  iteration. 

During the updating process, the values of 

parameters such as   should be determined in a 

progressive form. Constants 1c  and 2c  show the 

random weights of the acceleration parts, which 

pull each particle towards the best individual and 

group answers. Generally, in order to increase the 

convergence characteristics, the inertia weight 

factor is designed in a linearly decreasing form. 

Reduction from max  to min  is accomplished as 

follows: 

max min
max

max

k k
iter

 
 


                                (27) 

where k  is the number of iteration and 

maxiter  is the maximum number of iterations [16]. 
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B) Solving EELD Problem through the Proposed 

Method using PSO Algorithm 

The EELD problem solving process through 

the objective function expressed in per unit form 

based on the optimized PSO approach is as to the 

following steps: 

Step 1) creating random initial population and 

particle initial velocity; 

Step 2) calculating the cost, sorting the cost, 

and selecting bestP  and bestG ; 

Step 3) updating the position and the velocity 

of particles according to (25) and (26); 

Step 4) correcting new particles positions to 

satisfy the problem constraints; 

Step 5) jumping to step 2 if the program 

ending criterion is not achieved; 

Step 6) applying the best values of the 

particles, which cause the objective function cost in 

per unit form minimization in (2), (3), (4), and (5) 

to obtain system optimum fuel cost in ($/hr), the 

optimum amount of XNO , XCO , and XSO  

emissions in (ton/hr). 

5. Numerical Experimentations  

 The proposed technique is applied on two 

different power systems as follows: A) System with 

three power units with network losses and objective 

function with three variables aiming economic load 

dispatch problem solving considering XNO  and 

XSO  emissions. B) System with six power units 

with network losses and objective function with 

four variables aiming economic load dispatch 

problem solving considering XNO , XCO , and 

XSO  emissions. 

For each sample of problem, 30 independent 

experimentations are conducted to compare the 

problem solving quality and convergence features. 

In all cases, c1 and c2 values are 2.1 and 1.9; and the 

weight inertia factors variation domain is [0.3   

0.9]. Initial population size is 100 and the iteration 

number is 1000.  

A) System with three power units 

In this section, it is aimed to optimize 

economic load dispatch problem considering XNO  

and XSO  emissions in a system with three power 

units and network power losses. In order to have 

more accurate investigation of the optimized 

problem, nine independent case studies with 

different influence percentage of each function are 

conducted. Total system load is 850 MW. Input 

data and B  coefficients of network losses are as in 

[19]. 

The case studies conducted in this section aim 

to decrease the plants fuel costs and the emission 

amount with different influence percentage on the 

objective function, simultaneously. The coefficients 

related to the influence percentage of each function 

are in Table 1. 

The results of the above case studies are 

shown in Table 2. As it is obvious, in case study 1, 

it is aimed just to decrease the fuel costs. The 

system fuel cost, is $8344.5871( )
hr

, which is the 

least among the case studies. Decreasing the fuel 

costs influence from 100% in case 1 to 75% in case 

2; and adding XSO  emission influence results in 

the fuel cost increases by $3.2349( )
hr

. As shown 

in Table 2, from case studies 1 to 6, and as the fuel 

costs influence percentage consecutive reduction, 

the fuel costs regularly increase in a way that it 

reaches from $8344.5871( )
hr

in  case study 1 to 

8363.6921 $( )
hr

 in case study 6. In case study 7, 

as the fuel costs influence is increased by 16.6% in 

comparison with the case 6, proportionally, the fuel 

costs decreases by $2.333( )
hr

. The maximum fuel 

costs amount is obtained in case 9, where the 

influence coefficient on objective function is 0.0%. 

Evaluating the results shown in Table 2 

depicts that as the XSO  influence is increasing 

from 0.0% in case 1 to 25% in case 2, 

proportionally, the XSO  emission amount is 

decreased from 9.01958( )ton
hr

 in case 1 to 

8.99748( )ton
hr

in case 2.  

Table.1. 
Influence percentage of each function in three units system 

Case nf nn ns 

1 1 0 0 

2 0.75 0 0.25 

3 0.75 0.25 0 

4 0.5 0.25 0.25 

5 0.4 0.2 0.4 

6 0.33 0.33 0.33 

7 0.5 0.5 0 

8 0 1 0 

9 0 0 1 

 

In continuous, as the influence of XSO
 

emission is increased by 15% in case 5, the 

emission amount proportionally decreases by 

0.02215( )ton
hr . The least XSO

 emission amount 

is achieved in case study 9, where it is aimed just to 
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decrease XSO
emission amount and is

8.9659( )ton
hr

Maximum XSO
 emission amount is obtained in 

case 1, where the influence coefficient of this 

emission is 0.0%. The least amount of XNO
 

emission is 
0.0959203( )ton

hr  achieved in case 8, 

where it is aimed just to decrease XNO  emission 

amount. As the influence percentage of XNO  

emission is decreased from 100% in case 8 to 50% 

in case 7, the emission amount is increased to

0.0959254( )ton
hr . As shown in Table 2, the 

emission amount increases and reaches to 

0.09605( )ton
hr  as the XNO

 influence percentage 

reach to 25% in case 3. Maximum amount of XNO  

emission is reported in case study 1, where the 

influence percentage of this emission in objective 

function is 0.0%.  

If it is aimed to equally consider the influence 

percentage of each function in the objective 

function, the best result is for case 6, where the 

influence of each three function is equal (

0.333f n sn n n   ) or where there is no 

equations (13-14). 

In Table 3, the results of case study 1, the 

minimum plants fuel costs considering no emission 

influence are compared with results of other 

intelligent algorithms such as BBO, OBBO, Tabu 

Search, NSGA-II. In this comparison, the objective 

function is just consisting of fuel costs function.  

In Table 4, the results of case 6, that is the 

minimum cost of XSO  emission without 

considering other emissions and fuel cost and are 

compared with those of the other algorithms. As it 

is obvious, the proposed technique as well as 

OBBO approach is similarly able to find out the 

global optimum point better than BBO, Tabu 

search, and NSGA-II techniques.

Table.2. 
Results obtained in three units system with different combination percentages 

Case Study 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

P1  435.1872 464.2551 490.9134 500.3264 504.1676 505.9775 501.4434 508.5703 552.1329 

P2 299.9904 279.8189 265.3399 257.3302 253.9810 252.5721 256.5656 250.4495 219.5785 

P3 130.6513 121.2015 108.7317 107.1916 106.6472 106.2258 106.8288 105.7226 92.8070 

FFC 8344.5871 8347.822 8356.551 8360.801 8362.7380 8363.6921 8361.359 8365.108 8396.484 

FNX 0.098686 0.09694 0.09605 0.09595 0.09595 0.0959268 0.09592 0.0959204 0.096823 

FSX 9.01958 8.99748 8.98137 8.97692 8.97533 8.974626 8.97646 8.97367 8.96593 

TP 865.8292 865.2756 864.9850 864.8483 864.7959 864.7758 864.8371 864.7459 864.5184 

TC 0.725583 0.725220 0.71723 0.715986 0.717102 0.712234 0.707655 0.688114 0.72075 

Ploss 15.8292 15.2756 14.9850 14.8483 14.79596 14.77582 14.8371 14.74592 14.51842 
* P: Power [MW]; FFC: Fuel cost [$/hr]; FNX: NOx emission amount [ton/hr]; FSX: SOx emission amount [kg/hr]; TP: total power [MW], TC: total cost [PU]; Ploss: 

power loss [MW]; 

Table.3. 
Minimum fuel cost for three units system 

Units PM OBBO BBO Tabu Search NSGA-II 

P1 435.1872 435.1981 435.1966 435.69 436.366 

P2 299.9904 299.9697 299.9723 298.828 298.187 

P3 130.6513 130.6604 130.6600 131.28 131.228 

FFC 8344.5871 8344.5875 8344.5927 5344.598 8344.651 

FNX 0.09868611 0.098686 0.098686 0.09863 0.098922 

FSX 9.0195847 9.021948 9.02195 9.02146 9.02541 

TP 865.8292 865.8282 865.8289 865.798 865.781 

Ploss 15.8292 15.8282 15.8289 15.798 15.781 
                                *PM: Proposed Method; 

Table.4. 
Minimum 

XSO  emission for three units System  

Units PM OBBO BBO Tabu Search NSGA-II 

P1  552.1329 552.1113 552.1111 549.247 538.527 

P2  219.5785 219.4441 219.4441 234.582 227.817 

P3  92.8070 92.9597 92.96053 81.893 98.185 

FFC 8396.484 8396.4616 8396.4665 8403.485 8385.177 

FNX 0.096823 0.096817 0.096817 0.096817 0.096325 

FSX 8.965931 8.965931 8.965937 8.974 8.96670 

TP 864.5184 864.5151 864.5158 865.722 864.528 

Ploss 14.5184 14.5151 14.5158 15.722 14.528 
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Table.5. 

Minimum XNO  emission for three units system  

Units PM OBBO BBO Tabu search NSGAII 

P1  508.5703 508.5800 508.5813 502.914 508.367 

P2  250.4495 250.4423 250.4433 254.294 250.444 

P3  105.7226 105.7228 105.7212 108.592 105.934 

FFC 8365.108 8365.1088 8365.1146 8371.143 8364.993 

FNX 0.095923 0.095923 0.095923 0.0958 0.095924 

FSX 8.97367 8.973662 8.973667 8.9860 8.97374 

TP 864.7459 864.7451 864.7459 865.8 864.745 

Ploss 14.7459 14.7451 14.7459 15.8 14.745 

 

In Table 5, the results of case 8, that is the 

minimum XNO  emission levels without 

considering other emissions and fuel cost 

influences are compared with results of the other 

algorithms. In Table 6, the results obtained from 

case 6, is compared with those of other methods. In 

this case, it is aimed to obtain combinations of 

power generation aiming to simultaneously 

decrease emission amount and plants fuel costs 

with equal influence. The convergence pattern of 

the algorithm during program implementation for 

case studies detailed in Tables 3-6 are shown in 

Figure1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Convergence pattern of algorithm with objective 

function in Per Unit form 

B)  System with Six Power Units and Objective 

Function with Four Variables 

In this section, it is aimed to optimize the 

economic load dispatch problem considering 

network losses, ,X XNO CO  and XSO  emissions 

in a six-generator system. In order to investigate the 

optimization problem more accurately, sixteen case 

studies are conducted with different influence 

percentage of each function on the objective 

function. Total system provides 1800 MW load 

amount. The input data and B  factor for network 

losses are as in [18]. 

 

The case studies in this section are conducted 

to decrease fuel cost and different emission 

percentages simultaneously and separately 

according to Table 7 and the results are presented in 

Table 8. 

Case study 10, in Table 7 aims to 100% 

decrease the fuel costs of the plants ( FCF ) 

considering no emission influence. The cost is 

$18900.94( )
hr

, which is the least among all case 

studies in this section. In case 11, it is tried just to 

decrease XNO  emission and the fuel cost is 0.0%. 

Comparing this with the results of case 10, shows 

the fuel cost is increased to $81.958( )
hr

 and the 

XNO  emission amount decreases to 61.932( )
kg

hr
 

and is the least among the case studies. In case 

study 12, it is aimed just to decrease 
XCO  emission 

while the influence of other functions is 0.0%. The 

fuel costs increases by $2.12( )
hr

 and the XCO  

emission decreases to 80.768( )
kg

hr
, which is the 

least among case studies. The most important point 

in comparing the results of these three case studies 

is the fuel costs increase in case studies 11 and 12, 

in which the influence percentage of fuel costs is 

0.0%. However, as it is shown, the fuel cost 

increase in 11 is up to $81.958( )
hr

 in comparison 

with case 10, while it is $2.12( )
hr

 in 12. The 

investigation results show that the coefficients, 

which cause fuel cost reduction, simultaneously 

cause 
XCO  and XSO  emission reduction since the 

similarity of 
XCO  emission with fuel cost 

coefficients. This is not faced in case studies 

conducted on three-generator system. 

In case study 13, it is aimed to just decrease 

the 
XSO  emission considering no other function. 

With comparing the results of cases 13 and 10 it is 

seen that, as expected, as the fuel cost influence is 

100% decreased, the fuel cost is increased by 
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$0.04( )
hr

 and in turn, as the 
XSO  emission 

influence is increased by 100%, its amount is 

reduced by 0.003( )
kg

hr
. These variations are small 

in comparison with the other case studies due to the 

similarity of fuel cost and XSO  emission as 

mentioned before. The powers of the plants, which 

cause fuel cost reduction, simultaneously decrease 

the XSO  emission amount. 

It is obvious from case studies 10, 11, and 14 

that fuel cost influence percentage is decreased by 

50% in 14 in comparison with 10 and the XNO  

emission influence is increased by 50%. Therefore, 

according to the claims of this paper, the fuel costs 

in case study 14 should increase and XNO  

emission should be decreased in comparison with 

10. In case 14 and in compare with the case 11, the 

XNO  emission is decreased by 50% and the fuel 

cost percentage is increased by 50%. Therefore, the 

fuel cost reduction and XNO  emission increase in 

case 14 in comparison with 11 which are expected. 

A review on results of Table 8 shows that the fuel 

costs in case study 14 is increased by $75.013( )
hr

 

and 
XNO  emission is decreased by 61.134( )

kg
hr

 in 

comparison with case study 10. Comparing case 10 

results with that of case study shows that fuel costs 

are decreased by $6.945( )
hr

 and XNO  emission is 

increased by 0.7977( )
kg

hr
. 

Comparing results obtained from case study 

19 with that of 20 shows that the fuel cost increases 

by $46.6( )
hr

 in 20 as fuel costs influence decreases 

from 60% to 33%. As 
XNO  emission influence 

increases from 0% to 33% in case study 20, its 

amount decreases by 43.961( )
kg

hr
 as expected. As 

it is obvious, XCO  emission amount 

proportionally increases from 1036.15( )
kg

hr
 to 

65.18882( )ton
hr

 as the XCO  emission influence 

decreases from 20% to 0% in case 20. 

As shown in table 8, in case study 18 the 

influence of XNO  emission is 10% and as it 

decreases to 0% in case 19 the emission amount 

increases by 22.6882( )
kg

hr
. 

In case study 20, the influence percentage of 

XNO  emission increases up to 33%, which is 33% 

more than case 19 and 23% higher than 18. 

Therefore, as it was expected, the 
XNO  emission 

amount in case 20 decreases by 43.961( )
kg

hr
 in 

comparison with case study 19 and by 

21.2728( )
kg

hr
 with case 18. This shows the 

proportionality exists between the influence 

percentage in objective function and the value 

obtained for the emission. In continuous, as the 

influence of this emission decreases from 33% in 

case study 20 to 20% in case 22, the emission 

amount proportionally increases by 14.862( )
kg

hr
. 

Table.6. 

Best Compromise Solution of Fuel cost, XSO , and XNO  

emission for Three units System 

Units PM OBBO BBO NSGA-II 

P1  505.9775 507.1197 507.1195 496.328 

P2  252.5721 251.6420 251.6426 260.426 

P3  106.2258 106.0003 106.0004 108.144 

FFC 8363.692 8364.306 8364.312 8358.89 

FNX 0.095926 0.095924 0.095924 0.09599 

FSX 8.974626 8.974195 8.974201 8.97870 

TP 864.7758 864.7625 864.7525 864.898 

Ploss 14.7758 14.7625 14.76258 14.898 

Table.7. 
Influence percentage of each function in six units system 

Case nf nn nc ns 

10 1 0 0 0 

11 0 1 0 0 

12 0 0 1 0 

13 0 0 0 1 

14 0.5 0.5 0 0 

15 0.5 0 0.5 0 

16 0.5 0 0 0.5 

17 0 0.5 0 0.5 

18 0.7 0.1 0 0.2 

19 0.6 0 0.2 0.2 

20 0.33 0.33 0 0.33 

21 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 

22 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 

23 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 

24 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 

25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

This proportionality between influence 

percentage in objective function and the obtained 

emission amount well shows high capability of the 

proposed method in per unit form in combining 

several emissions with different percentages with 

fuel costs. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes per unit coding for 

converted multi-objective functions to a single-

objective model for solving multi-objective 

optimization problems. In this paper to show the 

effectiveness of the proposed coding, it is applied to 

combined economic emission load dispatch 

problems. 
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In proposed coding, it is possible to combine 

any number of functions. Each function is 

transformed into per unit form based on its own 

maximum value and has a value from 0 to 1 per 

unit and totally forms the objective function. One of 

the advantageous of the proposed method is its 

ability in combining several functions with desired 

influence percentages and possibility of combining 

several independent functions with high accuracy. 

In this method, penalty factor application is not 

required. In order to depict the advantages of the 

proposed method, 25 independent case studies with 

different influence percentages of each function are 

investigated. In the first section, nine cases are 

conducted on a three-generator system and three 

independent functions results of which show the 

success of the proposed technique and 

proportionality of the cases and the mentioned 

advantages. In the second section, sixteen 

independent cases are conducted on a six-generator 

system with four independent functions. Results 

show the possibility of combining more than three 

independent functions in the objective function. 

Comparing results with different influence 

percentages in objective function shows the linear 

relation between influence percentage and 

optimized values. Unlike other approaches, the 

objective function of the proposed method is not in 

($/hr) and is in per unit form. The results prove the 

effectiveness of the proposed coding and show that 

it could be used as a reliable tool for combined 

multi-objective function in optimization problems. 

 

 

Table.8. 
Results obtained in six units system with different combination percentages  

Case Study 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

P1 250.000 230.5542 250.0000 250.0000 234.8706 249.9999 250.0000 250.0000 

P2 230.000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 229.9999 230.0000 230.0000 

P3 500.000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 499.9998 500.0000 

P4 265.000 265.0000 265.0000 265.0000 265.0000 265.000 265.000 265.0000 

P5 419.3343 500.0000 432.4286 419.5379 497.2769 430.7080 418.8232 430.4048 

P6 277.2856 227.4992 265.5453 277.1018 225.2794 267.0791 277.7468 267.3498 

FFC 18900.94 18982.89 18903.06 18900.98 18975.95 18902.55 18901.00 18902.47 

FNX 2.18437 2.122438 2.167115 2.184075 2.123236 2.169226 2.185106 2.169598 

FCX 64.2228 65.95838 64.14203 64.22029 65.83152 64.14340 64.22926 64.14393 

FSX 11.34014 11.3879 11.34130 11.34014 11.383913 11.34101 11.34014 11.34096 

TP 1941.62 1953.053 1942.974 1941.639 1952.427 1942.787 1941.570 1942.754 

TC 0.855078 0.655946 0.577030 0.855120 0.757332 0.716097 0.855099 0.716115 

Ploss 141.6200 153.0534 142.9740 141.6398 152.4270 142.7872 141.5702 142.7546 

Case Study 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

P1 250.0000 250.0000 244.0527 249.9999 249.9999 250.0000 250.9998 250.0000 

P2 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 230.0000 229.9999 

P3 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 500.0000 499.9999 

P4 265.0000 265.000 265.0000 265.0000 256.0000 265.000 265.000 265.000 

P5 448.5481 427.6561 481.6364 456.1017 456.3433 451.7012 456.4921 451.5359 

P6 251.3043 269.8063 228.9465 244.7102 244.5000 248.5456 244.3706 248.6898 

FFC 18911.03 18901.82 18948.42 18916.77 18916.97 18913.27 18917.11 18913.15 

FNX 2.150359 2.173048 2.129087 2.144131 2.143949 2.147634 2.143837 2.147772 

FCX 64.26214 64.15267 65.18882 64.39959 64.40483 64.31330 64.40808 64.31040 

FSX 11.34594 11.34060 11.36785 11.34931 11.34943 11.34725 11.34950 11.34718 

TP 1944.852 1942.462 1949.635 1945.811 1945.843 1945.246 1945.862 1945.226 

TC 0.836444 0.799527 0.790879 0.699426 0.789524 0.76184 0.789528 0.761849 

Ploss 144.8525 142.4625 149.6357 145.8119 145.8434 145.2468 145.8628 145.2260 
*FCX: COx emission amount [ton/hr]; 
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